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An Implementation of VFC for Stand-alone
Asynchronous Generator Based Wind Energy
Conversion System
S. Sharma 1
Abstract–This paper deals with an implementation of a VFC
(Voltage and Frequency Controller) for a stand-alone WECS
(Wind Energy Conversion System) based on an IAG
(Isolated Asynchronous Generator) feeding 3-phase 4-wire
loads. The proposed control scheme of VFC is based on SRF
(Synchronous Reference Frame) theory for the estimation of
reference source currents. The VFC consists of a 3-leg VSC
(Voltage Source Converter) with a battery at its dc bus and a
zig-zag/star transformer. Proposed VFC with bi-directional
flow capability of active and reactive powers regulates the
system voltage and frequency. The VFC is found capable to
perform the functions of load leveling, harmonic elimination,
voltage regulation and load balancing. The VFC is realized
using a digital signal processor. Test results are presented to
demonstrate the capabilities of proposed VFC for an IAG in
the wind power generation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
From last few decades, there has been an extensive
research on harnessing the potential of renewable energy
sources especially wind, solar and tidal [1]. At present, the
power crisis is severe in developing countries like India
due to increase in the population and an enhanced use of
electricity per capita. The situation is becoming rapidly
worst due to depletion of fossil fuels. In some remote areas,
the electricity through the grid connection is not feasible
due to geo-graphic constraints. It is observed in such cases
that, renewable energy sources may be viable option for
power generation. In many applications such as off-shore
petrochemical refining and water pumps in remote areas,
grid-independent WECS (Wind Energy Conversion
System) supported with the BESS (Battery Energy Storage
System) may be suitable to supply electricity to isolated
loads [2].
A capacitor excited asynchronous generator driven by a
wind turbine has become quite popular in last decades due
to its ruggedness, low maintenance and inherent short
circuit protection capabilities [2]. Moreover it suffers from
some fundamental problems like its inability to control the
voltage under varying loads and prime-mover speed. To
maintain constant voltage of IAG (Isolated Asynchronous
Generator), a controlled reactive power support is
mandatory [1-4]. When IAG is coupled with a wind
turbine, an input power and the rotor speed both are
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varying depending on the wind speed, which leads to
variation in the voltage and frequency [5-7].
Substantial work has been reported on the control of an
IAG in an isolated wind power generation [8-9]. A standalone single phase induction generator is reported in the
literature [8] in which the supply voltage and frequency
are controlled by a single phase VSC (Voltage Source
Converter) and a battery energy storage. In [9] simulation
results are reported on VFC (Voltage and Frequency
Controller) with a three-phase IAG, feeding three-phase
four-wire consumer loads. However, very rare work is
reported on its practical realization.
This paper deals with an implementation of VFC for an
IAG based WECS using a DSP (Digital Signal Processor).
A three leg VSC with a battery at its dc bus is used as a
VFC. The zig-zag/star connected transformer is used in
between VFC and the PCC (Point of Common Coupling).
The SRF (Synchronous Reference Frame) theory [10]
based current detection method is used to extract the
fundamental active and reactive power components of the
load currents. The unit templates sinθ and cosθ are
estimated using phase voltages to obtain required
transformation angle (θ). The performance of VFC is
demonstrated for the reactive power compensation to
achieve constant terminal voltage, load leveling, harmonic
compensation and load balancing with a BESS. In an
isolated
power
generating
system,
harmonics
compensation is also important because the supply voltage
and current distortions adversely affect both consumers
and IAG system.
II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND PRINCIPLE OF
OPERATION
Fig. 1 shows a detailed block diagram of a proposed VFC
for the WECS. It consists of a capacitor excited IAG to
feed linear and non-linear consumer loads. A 3-leg VSC is
used with a BESS as a VFC and it is connected at PCC
through a zig-zag/star transformer. The VSC supplies the
reactive power to IAG to regulate the voltage on
application of different kinds of consumer loads. With the
battery at its dc bus, an active power management takes
place by exchanging the active power under varying input
power and consumer loads. The battery absorbs the
surplus power when the input wind power is more than the
load demand and delivers the deficit power to common
bus when the input wind power goes below the load
demand. The frequency of the IAG depends directly on the
availability of an input wind power and the load demand.
The VSC consists of IGBTs (Insulated Gate Bipolar
Transistors) based 3-leg module and a capacitor at its dc
bus along with a BESS. Each leg consists of two IGBTs
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and a common point of each leg is connected with an
individual phase of the generator bus through an
interfacing inductor and a zig-zag/star transformer. In
practice, majority of small loads are single phase loads,
therefore to take in to consideration, a three-phase fourwire system is developed in this WECS. The load neutral
terminal is provided by the common terminal of the zigzag
transformer. The proposed SRF control scheme is
implemented using a DSP. The implementation of the
VFC requires the proper selection of VSC, a BESS, an
interface inductor, a scaling circuit for sensing the input
signals and driver circuit for output signals.
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a path for zero sequence components current present in the
loads [11]. It consists of three single phase transformers
with turn ratio of 1:1:1. For positive sequence and
negative sequence currents, it behaves as an open circuit.
The current flows in to it only when zero sequence
currents present in load currents. The neutral terminal of
the loads is connected with star terminal of a zig-zag
transformer. In case of unbalanced loads, the zig-zag
transformer provides the path for return load currents.
A. Design of Zig-zag/Star Transformer
Fig. 2 shows a connection and phasor diagram of three
single-phase transformers with three windings for each
1:1:1 turns-ratio as a zig-zag/star configuration. The zigzag transformer provides a low impedance path for zero
sequence currents, when connected in shunt at PCC [11].
The voltage across each winding of the transformer is 93
V for phase voltage of 132.79 V on primary winding side
for 230V line voltage. The secondary windings are
connected in star configuration and line voltage is 132.79
V.
Rating of a transformer depends on rating of an IAG and
types of loads. Under no-load condition, the transformer
has to feed full active power of an IAG to a BESS in
addition to an exchange of reactive power from VSC
needed for voltage control. Similarly under loading
condition, the transformer has to exchange active and
reactive powers through VSC for frequency and voltage
control. Keeping under consideration all these aspects,
three single-phase transformers of 1.5 kVA are selected
with appropriate voltage and current ratings.

Fig. 1 System Configration of IAG based WECS

Three phase load currents are sensed using three Hall
Effect current sensors (ABB EL50 BB). Another set of
Hall Effect current sensors are used to sense two phase
source currents. Since the generator is a star connected,
therefore its third phase source current is estimated by
considering that the algebraic sum of three phase source
currents is zero. Two Hall Effect voltage sensors (LEM
CV3-1500) are used to sense two phase voltages. Third
phase voltage is estimated considering the algebraic sum
of 3-phase source voltages is zero. A scaling circuit is used
in between sensed signals and ADC of DSP to have a zero
offset in the sensed signals. The control algorithm is
realized in MATLAB environment in support with real
time blocks. After compilation, program codes are loaded
in the dSPACE DSP to generate the switching signals for
IGBT’s through DAC of DSP. An opto-coupler (6N136)
based driver circuit is used to drive the IGBT module of
VSC of VFC.
III. DESIGN OF VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY CONTROLLER
The proposed VFC for a 3.7 kW, 230V IAG consists of a
3-leg CC-VSC (Current Controlled Voltage Source
Converter) with a battery at its dc link (detailed data are
given in Appendix). The mid-point of three half bridges
are connected individually to each phase of IAG through
an inductor. The zig-zag/star transformer is connected in
between PCC and VSC. The zig-zag transformer provides
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B. Excitation Capacitors
An IAG needs the reactive power to build rated terminal
voltage. The reactive power demand of an IAG is a
function of consumer loads connected on the load bus.
Therefore, the choice of an excitation capacitor affects
VSC rating. In this case, the excitation capacitor is
selected in such a way that it delivers rated voltage at
100% load on an IAG. A 4 kVAR delta connected
capacitor bank is used in this implementation.
C. DC Bus Voltage
The minimum dc bus voltage of VSC of VFC should be
greater than twice the peak of phase voltage at the AC
terminals of VSC [12]. The DC bus voltage is calculated
as,





Vdc  2 2 / 3m VL

(1)

where m is the modulation index, considered 1 in this case
and VL is the line rms voltage of secondary winding of the
zig-zag/star transformer. Thus Vdc is calculated as 217 V
for VL (132 V) and it is selected as 240 V.
D. Selection of Battery
Since a battery is an energy storage unit, its energy is in
kWh (kilowatt-hours). As required Vdc is more than 240V,
therefore a minimum battery voltage is to be 240V. A
battery with a capacity of 3.36 kWh is used for energy
storage. For a DC bus voltage of 240 V, 20 units of 12 V,
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7Ah are connected in series and two such strings are
connected in parallel.
E. AC Inductor
The design of ac inductor depends on permissible current
ripple (icr_pp), DC bus voltage (Vdc) and switching
frequency (fs) of VSC and it is given as [12],

Li 

3mVdc
12af s icr _ PP

(2)

where m is a modulation index and a is the overloading
factor. Considering m=1, Vdc=240 V, a=1.2, icr_pp=2 % and
fs=10 kHz, the value of Li is obtained as 1.44 mH. A round
off value of 1.5 mH is selected in this investigation.
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(6)
The instantaneous value of ‘f’’ is estimated using in-phase
and quadrature templates for phase ‘a’. The supply
frequency wms in radian/sec can be expressed as,

wms  cos p(sin  )  sin  p(cos  )

(7)
where p is the time derivative operator and IAG frequency
is as f=wms/(2π).
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voltage. The quadrature unit template of phase ‘a’ is
shifted from in-phase unit template by an angle of 900, so
it can be treated as a cosine function rotating with an IAG
angular frequency.

B. Synchronous Reference Frame Theory
In the SRF, the load currents are transformed into the
synchronous rotating frame d-q current components. If θ is
the transformation angle, the transformation is defined as,
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Fig. 2 Connection of a Zig-zag Transformer and its phasor
diagram
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IV. CONTROL STRATEGY
As shown in Fig. 3, the control strategy of proposed VFC
is realized using SRF theory for estimation of reference
source currents. Load currents are sensed and transformed
in to synchronous d-q rotating frame and required
transformation angle (θ) is achieved using in-phase (sinθ)
and quadrature (cosθ) templates for phase ‘a’ over PCC
voltages. The q-axis component of reference source
currents is estimated as a difference of an output of a
voltage PI (Proportional-Integral) controller and output of
filtered q-axis component of load currents. The d-axis
component of reference source currents is estimated as a
difference of output of frequency PI controller and output
of filtered d-axis component of load currents.
Basic equations of the control algorithm used in proposed
VFC are as follows.

A. Estimation of Transformation Angle and IAG
Frequency
The transformation angle (θ) is required for SRF theory. In
this implementation, it is obtained using in-phase and
quadrature templates. The in-phase unit templates are
derived using amplitude of PCC voltage, Vt and phase
voltages as,

where iLd, iLq and i0 denote load currents in d-q reference
frame and iLa, iLb and iLc are sensed three-phase load
currents. In SRF, θ is a time varying angle that represents
an angular position of the reference frame, rotating at
constant speed in synchronism with a phase ‘a’ voltage. (8)
transforms fundamental currents in abc axis to dc values in
d-q reference frame. Harmonics appear like ripples. It is
desired that IAG should have only fundamental
component of d-q axes currents required for the system.
Harmonics present in load currents are supplied by a VSC.
A low pass Butter-worth filter is used with a cut-off
frequency of 25 Hz to extract dc components from d-q
axes load currents (iLddc, iLqdc) as shown in Fig. 3.

C. Direct Axis Component of Reference Source Currents
Direct axis component of reference source current is
estimated by a difference of a dc component of d-axis load
current (iLdc) and an output of frequency PI (ProportionalIntegral) controller (ifd). The frequency error is defined as,

fe (n)  f rf (n)  f (n)

(9)

where ‘frf’ is the reference frequency ( i.e. 50 Hz in this
case) and ‘f’ is the frequency of the terminal voltage of an
IAG as estimated using (7).

Vt  2(va2  vb2  vc2 ) / 3

(3)

uap  va / Vt , ubp  vb / Vt , ucp  vc / Vt

At the nth sampling instant, the output of the frequency PI
controller (ifd) is as,

(4)

i fd (n)  i fd (n 1)  k pf { fe (n)  fe (n 1)}  kif fe (n)

Moreover, quadrature unit template for phase ‘a’ is as,

uaq  (ubp  ucp ) / 3

(10)
(5)

The in-phase unit templates are in phase with the IAG
terminal voltages, so it can be considered as a sinusoidal
function rotating at an angular frequency of an IAG

Therefore, the instantaneous value of direct axis
component of reference source currents (i*sd) is as,

isd*  i fd  iLddc

(11)
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D. Quadrature Axis Component of Reference Source
Currents
The difference of an output of voltage PI controller and
the filtered q-axis load currents is used to generate the
quadrature axis reference source current. The ac voltage
error at the nth sampling instant is as,

each leg of VSC. When the current error for individual
phase exceeds upper band, the lower switch is switched on
and the upper switch is off and when the current error falls
below the lower band, an upper switch is switched on
keeping the lower switch off. The current tolerance band
0.2A is selected in this implementation.

Ve (n)  Vtr (n)  Vt (n)

(12)
where Vtr(n) is the amplitude of the reference ac
terminalphase voltage and Vt(n) is the amplitude of sensed
three phase ac voltages at PCC at the nth sampling instant.
The amplitude of Vt is estimated using (3) and the output
of voltage PI controller for maintaining a constant ac
terminal voltage at the nth sampling instant is expressed as,

ivq (n)  ivq (n 1)  k pa {Ve (n)  Ve (n 1)}  k piVe (n)
(13)
where kpa and kia are the proportional and integral gain
constants of the PI controller. Ve (n) and Ve (n  1) are the
voltage errors in the nth and (n-1)th sampling instant. The
ivq(n) and ivq(n-1) are the amplitude of output of voltage PI
controller in the nth and (n-1)th instant needed for voltage
control.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The developed VFC is tested with non-linear loads. Load
perturbations with non-linear loads are made and results
are recorded in terms of the generator line voltage (vab),
generator currents (iga, igb and igc), source currents (isa, isb
and isc), capacitor currents (ica, icb and icc), zig-zag/star
transformer primary winding currents (iTa, iTb and iTc),
VSC currents (ivscA, ivscB and ivscC) and battery current (Ib).
A. Performance of the VFC with Non-linear Loads
Performance of the VFC is demonstrated with non-linear
loads. A diode bridge rectifier with resistive-inductive
load is chosen as a non-linear load to study the operation
of the VFC as a voltage regulator, harmonics eliminator
and as a load leveler. The steady state performance of the
controller is shown in Fig. 4. Test results are recorded with
vab. The iga, igb and igc are shown with vab in Figs. 4 (a-c).
The ica, icb and icc along with vab are given in Figs. 4 (d-f).
Source currents, isa, isb and isc and load currents iLa, iLb and
iLc are recorded with vab and shown in Figs. 4 (g-l).
Transformer primary winding currents iTa, iTb and iTc with
vab are shown in Figs. 5 (a-c). The generator is loaded with
almost its rating during this case and Pg, PL and Pb are
shown in Figs. 5 (d-f). The recorded harmonic spectra of
generator voltage, generator current, and load current are
shown in Figs. 5 (g-i). THD’s of generator current and
voltage are well within IEEE- 519 limits.

vc

Fig. 3 Control Shceme of the proposed Controller

Quadrature axis component of reference source currents is
as,

isq* (n)  ivq (n)  iLqdc (n)
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E. Three Phase Reference Source Currents
The reference direct axis and quadrature axis source
currents are transformed into three phase source currents
using inverse Park’s transformation as,

isa* 
sin( )
cos( )
1 / 2  isd* 
 
*
2
sin(  2 / 3) cos(  2 / 3) 1 / 2  isq* 
isb  
3
 * 
*
isc 
sin(  2 / 3) cos(  2 / 3) 1 / 2  is 0 
(15)
where i*s0 is zero for proposed IAG system.
F. Current Controller
These three-phase reference source currents (i*sa, i*sb, i*sc)
are compared with sensed source currents (isa, isb, isc). The
independent carrier-less PWM controllers are used for
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Fig. 4 Test results of WECS (a) vab and iga (b) vab and igb (c) vab and igc (d)
vab and ica (e) vab and icb (f) vab and icc (g) vab and isa (h) vab and isb (i) vab and
isc (j) vab and iLa (k) vab and iLb (l) vab and iLc
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Fig. 5 Test results of WECS (a) vab and iTa (b) vab and iTb (c) vab and iTc (d)
vab, isc and Pg (e) vab, iLc and PL (f) vab, iTc and Pb (g) harmonic spectrum of
vab (h) harmonic spectrum of igc (i) harmonic spectrum of iLc

B. Performance of the VFC during Load Removal
Fig. 6 shows the dynamic performance of the VFC at the
load removal on one phase. Test results are recorded using
Agilent make digital oscilloscope (DSO6014A), voltage
differential probe (1/100), current probe (100mA/V). The
waveforms of various quantities are recorded with vab.
Figs. 6 (a) show the change in Pg, Pb and PL during
removal of the load on phase ‘b’. The Pg remains almost
constant and reduction in load power results in increased
charging of BESS with difference of P g and PL. Fig. 6 (b)
shows the load currents iLa, iLb and iLc at removal of load
on phase ‘b’. The variation in transformer currents iTa, iTb
and iTc are observed in Fig. 6(c). It is clearly seen that
during the load removal on phase ‘b’ leads to necessary
change in iTb magnitude. The VSC currents ivscA, ivscB and
ivscC are shown in Fig. 6 (d) and are in agreement with
recorded results shown in Fig. 6 (c). Source currents are
shown in Fig. 6 (e) at load removal on phase ‘b’ and
almost steady state during load perturbation and agree
with the results shown in Fig. 6 (a). The change in battery
current (IB) and source current (isb) are recorded with iLb
during dynamic conditions and are shown in Fig. 6 (f).

C. Performance of the VFC at Load Application
Fig. 7 shows the dynamic performance of VFC at load
application. Fig. 7 (a) shows the change in Pg, Pb and PL at
the load application on phase ‘b’. Pg remains almost
constant and a rise is observed in PL while decrease in Pb
is recorded. Fig. 7 (b) shows load currents iLa, iLb and iLc
during the application of the load on phase ‘b’ which leads
to balanced load currents. The variation in iTa, iTb and iTc
are shown in Fig. 7(c). It is clearly seen that applying load
on phase ‘b’ leads to necessary reduction in iTb magnitude
and after load application iTa, iTb and iTc magnitude are
observed identical. VSC currents ivscA, ivscB and ivscC are
shown in Fig. 7(d). Source currents are shown in Fig. 7 (e)
at load application on phase ‘b’ and these remain almost
steady-state during sudden change in loads. The change in
Ib and isb are recorded with iLb under dynamic conditions
and are shown in Fig. 7 (f).
D. Dynamic Performance of the VFC
The wind power and consumer loads connected with the
WECS both vary in practice. Therefore it is required to
verify the performance of VFC under both these
conditions. Test results shown in Figs. 6 and 7 have
verified capabilities of VFC under dynamic conditions.
Fig. 8(a) shows the variations in important parameters of
WECS, while keeping the load power constant. In the case
when the generated power (Pg) is more than the consumer
load demand (PL), the battery (Pb) absorbs the surplus
power. The battery supplies the deficit load power when
the generated power is less than the load demand. Fig. 8(b)
shows the variations in battery power (Pb) and battery
charging current (Ib) under change in consumer load
demand (PL) while keeping the generated power (Pg)
constant. As the PL increases, there is a reduction in Pb
and Ib and when the PL exceeds the Pg, the battery starts
supplying the deficit power, therefore Pb, and Ib are
observed negative.

(a)ch.1(200v/div),
ch.2-4(2kW/div)
(a) ch.1(200v/div),
ch.2-4(2kW/div)

(b)ch.1 (200v/div),
ch.2-4(10/div)

(b) ch.1 (200v/div), (c) ch.1 (200v/div),
ch.2-4(10/div)
ch.2-4(10/div)

(d) ch.1 (200v/div), (e) ch.1 (200v/div), , (f) ch.1 (200v/div),
ch.2-4(10/div)
ch.2-4(10/div)
ch.2-4(10/div)
Fig. 6 Test results of WECS, dynamics at load removal (a) vab,
Pg, PL and Pb (b) vab, iLa, iLb and iLc (c) vab, iTa, iTb and iTc (d) vab,
ivscA, ivscB and ivscC (d) vab ,Ib, isb and iLb (e) vab, isa, isb and isc

(c) ch.1 (200v/div),
ch.2-4(10/div)
Ib

(d)ch.1(200v/div),
ch.2-4(10/div)

(e)ch.1 (200v/div),
ch.2-4(10/div)

(f)ch.1 (200v/div),
ch.2-4(10/div)

Fig. 7 Test results of WECS, dynamics with load application (a)
vab, Pg, PL and Pb (b) vab, iLa, iLb and iLc (c) vab, iTa, iTb and iTc (d)
vab, ivscA, ivscB and ivscC (d) vab ,Ib, isb and iLb (e) vab, isa, isb and isc
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Fig. 8 (a) Load power (PL), battery power (Pb), battery voltage
(Vb) under variations in generated power (Pg), (b) Generated
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VI. CONCLUSION
A prototype of VFC has been implemented for the IAG
based stand-alone WECS. Test results have verified the
control algorithm and it has performed well under both
steady state and dynamic conditions. The battery
supported VFC has provided the load leveling, load
balancing, neutral current compensation and harmonic
elimination along with voltage and frequency control.
APPENDIX
IAG Data
Prime-Mover
Data
VFC
Parameters
Battery Rack
zig-zag/ Star
Transformer

3.7 kW, 230 V, 14.5 A, 50 Hz, YConnected, 4-Pole
3.7 kW, 415 V, 7A, ∆-connected, 4-pole,
1430 rpm, induction motor driven by ABB
make AC Drive ACS 550-01-015A
Semikron make voltage source converter
25kVA, Lf=1.5 mH, Rf= 0.01 Ω, Cdc=4000
µF, Kpav=0.1, Kaiv=0.01, Kpaf=5, Kpif=.54
Vdc=240V, 3.36kWh, Each rack has 20 units
of 12 V, 7Ah connected in series and two
such racks are used
4.5kVA, 3-phase transformer with each
phase having three windings with 139V
ratings
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